SMB PLANNING GUIDE

Modernizing Servers and Software
Increase Performance with Intel® Xeon® Processor E3 v3 Family Servers
and Windows Server* 2012 R2 Software

Why You Should Read This Document
This planning guide provides small businesses with insight into how they can
upgrade to Windows Server* 2012 R2 software and Intel® Xeon® processor E3 v3
family-based servers in response to end of support for the Windows Server
2003 operating system. This guide covers:
• The importance of migrating from Windows Server 2003 software and the risks
and costs associated with maintaining the status quo
• How addressing this legacy technology today allows you to capitalize on new
opportunities while keeping your business agile and ready for the future
• How upgrading to both Windows Server 2012 R2 software and Intel Xeon
processor E3 v3 family-based servers provides a higher-performing solution
optimized to take advantage of the strengths of each product
• Microsoft* Azure* software as an option for migrating applications to the cloud
• A four-step checklist for upgrading to Windows Server 2012 R2 software running
on the Intel Xeon processor E3 v3 family

The Upgrade Imperative
Many small businesses today are simply “getting by” with their
existing IT infrastructure. If you’re one of those companies,
you know that this can mean something as simple as slower
performance or as complex as needing a workaround for
service delivery. Ultimately, an aging IT infrastructure limits
your ability to deliver new and innovative services. Consider
this: for the average business, 32 percent of servers contribute
only 4 percent of the total performance, yet they use 65
percent of the total power.1
SMBs are now moving toward virtualization and cloud options,
as well as a more secure and compliant IT environment. With
end of support for the Windows Server* 2003 operating
system rapidly approaching, now is the ideal time to upgrade
your server systems to take advantage of the latest innovations
in hardware and software. By replacing legacy technologies
today, you can capitalize on new business opportunities while
keeping your business agile and ready for the future.

Considering the Risks
As of July 2015, support for Windows Server 2003 software
will end, leaving customers facing significant risks. Here are a
few of the challenges that can have a devastating impact on
your business:
• Compliance issues – Failure to meet regulatory
requirements from HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, and others
can bring workflows to a halt. For the payment card industry
(PCI), being out of compliance may translate into fines or
having vendors refuse to do business with your organization.
• Security risks – Without security updates, your systems will
be left vulnerable to threats and place sensitive company
data at risk. Moreover, losing technical support is a big
deal, especially in the event of an outage that requires
a system restore.
• Inefficiencies – Without access to standard patching, you’ll
be forced to maintain systems with costly custom support
agreements. Ultimately, it may cost you more to maintain
old systems than to upgrade now.
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Making the Business Case
It’s time to upgrade - and take the lead. SMB
technology leaders report 2X faster job growth
and 15% faster increase in annual revenues.
- Source: Boston Consulting Group, Ahead of the Curve, 2013

Timing Is Everything
Mainstream support for Windows Server 2003 software ended
in July 2010, so this is currently the extended support phase.
And while this phase includes ongoing security fixes and patches,
all support will be entirely eliminated in July 2015. Organizations
that don’t act now will be at risk of significant business impact.

The Upgrade Process, Simplified
Intel and Microsoft have distilled a complex
modernization process into four steps:
• Step 1: Discover and assess – Identify and
categorize your apps and workloads running on
the Windows Server* 2003 operating system.
• Step 2: Target destination – Choose a
migration destination for each app and
workload, either in the data center or the cloud.
• Step 3: Upgrade hardware and software –
Install the latest Intel® architecture running
Windows Server 2012 R2 software for the
best combined performance.
• Step 4: Migrate and launch – Get started
moving your apps to the platform of
your choice.

Gain Breakthrough Performance with
Intel® Xeon® E3 v3 Family Processors and
Windows Server* 2012 R2 Software
Now is the time to get your IT environment in order and
maximize performance, security, and compliance with new
capabilities found in the latest hardware and software. By
upgrading to the Intel® Xeon® processor E3 v3 family-based
servers running the Windows Server 2012 R2 operating
system, you can gain breakthrough performance, flexibility,
and speed.

Together, the Intel Xeon processor E3 v3 family and Windows
Server 2012 R2 software provide the versatility your business
needs to maximize capabilities now and prepare for the
future. A combined solution delivers up to 7.7 times greater
performance1,2 overall, with increased energy efficiency and
industry-leading performance.
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Windows Server* 2012 R2 software and Intel® Xeon® processor E3 v3 family-based servers deliver significant
performance gains, greater energy efficiency, and more computing capabilities.
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 oftware and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel® microprocessors. Performance tests such as SYSmark* and
S
MobileMark* are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations, and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary.
You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when
combined with other products.
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 onfigurations: Intel® Xeon® processor 3060/Windows* 2003 OS (Score: SPECint*_rate_base2006=26.8) versus Supermicro X10SLM+-LN4F platform with one Intel® Xeon®
C
processor E3-1281 v3 (4-core, 3.7 GHz, 8 MB cache), Turbo Boost Enabled, Hyper-Threading Enabled, 16GB memory (4x 4GB DDR3-1600 UDIMM ECC), 1TB SATA 7200RPM
HDD, Microsoft Windows Server* 2012 R2 Standard, Intel® Compiler 14.0.1.139 (Estimated Score: SPECint*_rate_base2006=207). Results have been estimated based on
internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance.
For more information go to http://www.intel.com/performance.
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Stay Ahead of the Game
with Intel and Microsoft
To maintain your lead in today’s business environment, you
need to get the most out of every investment. By upgrading
to a new Intel Xeon Processor E3 family-based server running
the Windows Server 2012 operating system, you’ll be able
to take full advantage of technologies like virtualization and
the cloud. These added capabilities can enable you to achieve
your goals more cost-effectively by helping you get more
value from IT while reducing up-front costs.
Virtualization gives you the capability to run more applications
on a single server, helping you save on hardware costs and
power bills. Intel® Virtualization Technology, found in today’s
Intel Xeon processor-based servers, includes a range of
technologies and features that boost the performance of
virtualized systems while improving their security. Microsoft
Hyper-V virtualization is included in Windows Server 2012, so
you won’t pay extra for this added benefit. Plus, by virtualizing
your infrastructure you’ll be ready to expand your IT options
into the cloud without added complexity.
Public cloud services like Microsoft Azure* offer convenience
and cost effectiveness for many IT functions. But both onpremise servers and cloud services have advantages, and
both should have distinct roles in IT strategy for SMBs.
Key strengths of on-premise Intel Xeon processor-based
servers:
• High levels of performance for data-intensive workloads
• Rich control over the environment, including hardware
and software
• Independence from Internet connectivity, regardless of
speed or outages
Key strengths of Azure cloud services:
• Ease of management, even with limited internal IT
resources
• Access to enterprise-class capabilities and services, no
matter the size of your business
• Resource elasticity, so you can scale up or down
computing capabilities on demand

The Benefits of Hybrid Cloud  
Hybrid cloud offers the perfect balance between
agility and control by empowering businesses to:
• Dynamically move workloads based on
business needs.
• Implement disaster recovery strategies.
• Help manage unpredictable peaks in demand.

For most SMBs, it makes sense to use an on-premise server in
conjunction with cloud services.
Common on-site applications include:
• Databases
• File and print services
• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
• Data analytics
• Engineering and design tools
Common cloud-based applications include:
• Email services
• Backup and recovery
• Storage
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
• Video streaming

Hybrid Cloud with Bursting
Capabilities
Cloudbursting is when an application “bursts”
to a public cloud when the demand for computing
capacity increases. It’s ideal for seasonal or
cyclical workloads or limited-time apps, as well as
development, testing, and simulation scenarios.

Your local Intel® Technology Provider can help you determine
the best path for cloud vs. on-premise application hosting.
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Additional Resources
Intel and Microsoft offer a powerful, flexible technology platform that supports the needs of your small business—
now and in the future. Get started today: find an Intel® Technology Provider near you at locate.intel.com/

Intel Resources
Intel Xeon Processor E3 family for SMB
A server based on the Intel® Xeon® processor E3-1200 v3 product family delivers the performance and security your small
business needs—today and tomorrow.
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/xeon/xeon-processor-e3-family-small-business.html
Solution Brief: Modernize your SMB
Discover how new technology can play a key role in helping you improve efficiency, connect with new customers and markets,
and maintain your competitive edge.
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/xeon/uprgrade-to-windows-server-2012-r2-brief.html
Simplify Delivery of Cloud Services
Learn more about public, private, and hybrid cloud solutions to find which type is right for your SMB.
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/intel-cloud-based-solutions.html

Microsoft Resources
Windows Server 2003 Migration
Get started with the software upgrade process with these comprehensive tools and resources for the Windows Server
2003 migration.
http:// microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/products/windows-server-2003/
Windows Server 2012 R2
Find everything you need to know about the Windows Server 2012 R2 operating system, designed to deliver SMB technology
solutions that are simple to deploy, cost-effective, and user friendly.
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/audience/smb.aspx
Windows Azure
Learn more about how Windows Azure can make your data storage, backup, and recovery more efficient and economical.
http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-azure/

Share with Colleagues

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests such as SYSmark* and
MobileMark* are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations, and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results
to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that
product when combined with other products.
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